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Abstract and Key words
The purpose of this study is to inculcate values through Javanese traditional songs as a model of character education in kindergartens in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. This study is development research which is conducted through the following phases: 1. The implementation of daily lesson plans of character learning in kindergarten; 2. The analysis of learning process data; 3. The evaluation and revision of daily lesson plans and learning practices; 4. Learning practices using a value inculcation method through traditional Javanese songs.

The results show that the teachers have implemented values inculcation method as a model of character education through traditional Javanese songs. The songs are (1) Lir-ilir which teaches people to love God, be responsible, and be disciplined; (2) Sluku-sluku Bathok which philosophically teaches people how to obey God, be generous, and cooperative; (3) Gundhul-gundhul Pacul which philosophically teaches people how to be kind, humble, and responsible (4) Padang Bulan teaches people not to sleep early and cooperation, (5) Jaranan which philosophically teaches people about respect, responsibility, discipline, and cooperation; (6) Kidang Talun which teaches about table manners, and saying prayers before having some meals; (7) Menthog-menthog which teaches people how to be kind, humble, peaceful, and confident and (8) Dondong Apa Salak philosophically teaches people to respect parents and not to be fussy and naughty.
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Introduction
The law No. 20/2003 on The National Education System in Indonesia states that the goals of national education are to create a man who is faithful and fears of God, is noble, healthy, knowledgeable, skilled, creative, independent, and a democratic and responsible citizen of Indonesia” "To realize the goals, the government issued a Ministerial Regulation Number 58/2009 on Early Childhood Education Standards. At the level of standards of development achievement, it is mentioned that one of the aspects of early childhood development is moral and religious development. Moral and religious development is an aspect that should be developed in line with the four other aspects, which are the aspects of social-emotional, cognitive, language and motoric developments. Among the five aspects, the moral and religious development aspects are the foundation of character education. Therefore, it is important to develop children’s maturity so that it will form good characters in children as early as possible. One of the ways to develop the moral and religious aspects of children as the foundation of character education can be through songs and games. Singing and playing are the children’s world. Through a learning process that is suitable with their world, it is expected that the character can be formed in children.
Objectives or purposes of the study

The purpose of this study is to design a character education model through Javanese traditional songs and games which generates a guidance of character learning through traditional Javanese songs and games in kindergartens; to describe character values of a character education model through traditional Javanese songs in kindergartens in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. This study is development research which is conducted through the following phases: a. the implementation of daily lesson plans of character learning in kindergarten; b. the analysis of the learning process data; c. the evaluation and revision of daily lesson plans and learning practices; d. learning practices using the character education model through traditional Javanese songs and games.

Perspective(s) or theoretical framework

Ratna Megawangi (2010) states there are nine pillars of character which are important to be instilled in order to form children’s personality. The various pillars of character are in line with the values of local wisdom that contain noble and universal values, including: (1) the love of God and the universe, (2) responsibility, discipline, and self-reliance, (3) honesty, (4) respect and manners, (5) compassion, caring, and cooperation, (6) self-confident, creative, hard-working, and never giving up, (7) justice and leadership, (8) nice and humble, (9) tolerance, peace, and unity in the USA, there are seven values identified for character building: public good, individual rights, justice, equality, diversity, truth, patriotism (Kirschenbaum, 1995: 23-24). The character education expert, Lickona (1991) defines that a positive character consists of how one can know kindness and has a willingness to do good things. There are some characters that are important in our lives, namely: responsibility, honesty, respect, justice, cooperation, tolerance, and others. In America and others country, many schools have adopted “Living Values Educational Program” by Diane Tilman to build children character (Shea & Murphy, 2009).

The article 1 paragraph 14 of Law No. 20/2003 on The National Education System stated that the Early Childhood Education (ECD) is a development effort aimed at children from birth up to the age of six years that is done by giving educational stimulation to assist the growth and development physically and mentally so that children have readiness in entering further level of education. Kindergarten is necessary to develop a model of education that leads to the optimization of children’s development in all development aspects, especially the development of moral and religious aspect to form the basis of character formation in children. To achieve moral and religious maturity, it is important to develop a learning model using children songs and games so that the basic characters owned by children are based on valuable Indonesian culture.

Songs and games are some of means of communication and socialization of children and their environment. Through songs and games, children can have fun and play in their spare time. Children games contain the values of togetherness, mutual support, friendship, and alleviating their egoistic manner. It will appear when they play because they always need a “partner”, although they can also compete. It is different from digital games that are more individualistic. Value clarification technique (Simon, 1978) could be applied for children to explain the meaning of traditional songs and games at kindergarten.
Methods or modes of inquiry

This study is development research which is conducted through the following phases: a. the implementation of daily lesson plans of character learning in kindergarten; b. the analysis of learning process data; c. the evaluation and revision of daily lesson plans and learning practices; d. learning practices using character education model through traditional Javanese songs and games. Learning practice trials were conducted by kindergarten teachers. Data were in the form of moral and religious learning processed through songs and games which have been recorded in videos. Data were analyzed qualitative-phenomenologically. The learning phenomena were analyzed to find a model of character education in early childhood level in kindergarten through songs and games. The analysis of the trials was used to find a model of character education in early childhood level in kindergarten through songs and games. The results were used to perform evaluation and revision of the model. The revised model was re-practiced by the teachers to show the model of character education through songs and games that has been expected.

Results

This research is at the stage of product trials, product revision and final results. The results of each stage are the following.

Product Trials Stage

The first year research has resulted Daily Activity Plan or Rencana Kegiatan Harian (RKH) which contains value inculcation through Javanese traditional songs. The first step of this second year research is training for kindergarten teachers practicing the RKH that has been prepared.

From the training, understanding between researchers and teachers about the importance of children songs and games as the character education media for children (kindergarten students) has been achieved. The teachers realized that character education is very important to design since early childhood because that is the golden time of children so that children can learn many things effectively. In the training, the teachers have studied RKH that has been planned by the researchers and done peer teaching among teachers using several Javanese traditional songs that will serve as a model of learning.

Character Education Learning in Kindergarten

The second step is practicing character education learning in various designated kindergartens (in remote areas) in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia as follows.

Character Education Learning in Seruni III Kindergarten

Character education learning in Seruni Kindergarten was conducted by implementing Jaranan song. The students were enthusiastic to sing while marching following the movements and song led by the teacher. The second song sung by the students is Lir Ilir.

After the song was finished, the teacher required children to listen to values classification explained by another teacher. The teacher said that /lir ilir tandure was sumilir/ tak ijo royo-royo/ tak sengguh temanten anyar/ meant that from young to old people should study diligently. Cah angon cah angon penekna blimbing kuwi, lunyu-lunyu peneken means that people should be brave to live hard and still work hard. Children who were already good at drawing and reading were the examples of the diligent, disciplined, and responsible children.
**Character Education Learning in Kranggan II Kindergarten**

Kranggan Kindergarten is located in a coastal area. Songs and games played were *Gundul-Gundul Pacul* and *Menthok-Menthok*.

First, teacher and students made a circle. Children who became Gundul Pacul demonstrated how to walk *gembelengan* (heads were swaggered to right and left) while carrying a plastic basket. The basket was then dropped as if the rice inside spilled.

The second game was played by girls, namely *Mentok-menthok*. Children were happily singing and walking swaggering their bottoms like ducks. The teacher explained the moral values contained in the song *Menthok-menthok* and *Gundhul-gundhul Pacul*. The teacher said that the song *Gundhul-gundhul Pacul* told a story about an arrogant and irresponsible leader.

**Character Education Learning in Aisyiyah Palihan Kindergarten**

A learning process to introduce moral values to form children’s character in Aisyiyah Palihan Kindergarten Sanden Bantul was conducted with a song *Pitik Tukung*. After singing and acting like a chicken, the teacher explained the moral values contained in the game.

However, the explanation is not complete. The results of an analysis on character learning aspects in each kindergarten are shown in the following table.

**Table 1. The Results of an Analysis on Character Learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Kindergarten Name</th>
<th>Opening</th>
<th>Song Practice</th>
<th>Value Clarification</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Seruni III Kindergarten Palihan</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Values explained are too high.</td>
<td>Less clear (combining song 1 and 2)</td>
<td>Needs to be improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aisyiyah Kranggan II Kindergarten</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Values explained are too high.</td>
<td>Less clear (combining song 1 and 2)</td>
<td>Needs to be improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aisyiyah Palihan Sanden Kindergarten</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Less Good</td>
<td>Less clear</td>
<td>Enough</td>
<td>Needs to be improved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the data analysis, evaluation of learning programs has been carried out. In conclusion, the character learning program that will become a model of character learning in kindergartens must be improved, particularly regarding aspects of value clarification and learning evaluation, because these two things have not been in accordance with the Daily Activity Plans that have been prepared.

The next step is retraining for teachers related to the revision of the learning character program. After that, the learning practice is conducted in each kindergarten that becomes the learning setting. The best learning practice was set up as good as possible and used appropriate learning media that are easy made by the teachers so that the learning process will be more attractive.

**Product Revision Stage**

From the analysis on the learning practices conducted, it is necessary to do a revision starting from the recomposing activity plans, particularly on the development of religious and moral values in character education for early childhood. The revision steps are as follows.
Training in Character Education through Javanese Traditional Songs

The training materials contained a presentation on the first stage of trial results and evaluation of the researchers on the learning character activity, presenting the recording results of learning activity in each kindergarten, assessment and suggestions by fellow teachers, improvement on composing learning scenario by teachers, and composing learning media scenario by researchers and media experts.

Character Learning Corrective Action:

Value Inculcation in Dondong Apa Salak Song at Aisyiyah Kalibulus Kindergarten

A process of learning Dondong Apa Salak song guided by teachers was happy and fun. After singing the song three times while forming a circle, the teacher explained the values contained in the song. She explained that children should not be naughty and fussy. The teacher also explained that the song contained advice that children should obey their parents. After clarifying the values, the teacher continued to give learning evaluation by asking questions about names of fruits that children could find in the song and questions related to the values explained.

Value Inculcation in Menthok-Menthok Song at Aisyiyah Kalibulus Kindergarten

The song and play Menthok-menthok was guided by teacher. She explained apperception by introducing several names of pets: cow, goat, buffalo, chicken, and duck. The teacher also demonstrated how the duck walked by swaggering her bottom. She also gave two duck’s head-shaped hats made of cardboard to two children, while other children made a circle around the two children. While swaggering their bottoms, the two children were singing and dancing and the others joined hands making a circle and sang along.

In the values clarification session, teacher explained that the song Menthok-menthok described a person who gave advice to a duck to be a hard working animal, not be lazy and sleep so much in their pen. The teacher also said that the swaggering walk of the duck made others laugh so that the duck could entertain others.

Value Inculcation in Lir Ilir Song at Aisyiyah Potorono Kindergarten

The song Lir Ilir was sung with the guidance of teachers. Lir Ilir...lir ilir tandure wus sumilir/Tak ijo royo-royo/ tak sengguh temanten anyar/ and so on until it was finished. After that, teacher did the value clarification. She explained that according to Islamic teaching, there were the Pillars of Islam which consisted of five things, the same as the number of nodes in the star fruit. The children have known about the Pillar of Islam so that they could answer correctly when being asked its sequence.

Value Inculcation in Sluku-Sluku Bathok Song at Aisyiyah Potorono Kindergarten

The song Sluku-Sluku Bathok was played with the help of teachers. The children sat in a circle while their legs are extended forward so that toes could touch other friends’ toes. The children sang “Sluku-sluku bahtok....bathoke elo elo si rama menyang solo, leh olehe payung mutho....” While singing, the children began to rub their hands from knees to toes.

When the values clarification was done, teacher proceeded by assessing learning activities. The results show that the children generally have answered correctly questions...
related to the values taught, such as the values of worshipping devotedly, generosity, gratitude, and not hurting others. From the learning, it is known that the character values learning contained in the song *Sluku-sluku Bathok* are accordance with the Daily Activity Plan.

**Value Inculcation in Gundhul-gundhul Pacul Song at Theresia Kalibawang Kindergarten**

Theresa Kalibawang Kindergarten implemented character education learning through the song and game: *Gundhul-gundhul Pacul* and *Padang Bulan*. The children sang *Gundhul-gundhul Pacul* while walking in a circle. Two children in the middle of the circle portrayed *Gundhul-gundhul Pacul* character who behaved arrogantly. Finally the rice in the basket spilled due to the arrogant behaviors (*gembelengan*: arrogant). While clarifying the values, teacher gave explanations about the arrogant behaviors. Arrogant people should not be followed because they behaved badly and harmed others. After clarifying the values, she performed the learning assessment.

From the learning of the song and game Gundul-gundul Pacul, it can be concluded that the children could differentiate between good behaviors (humble/not arrogant, responsible) and bad behaviors (arrogant, irresponsible, wasting food) contained in the song and game.

**Value Inculcation in Padhang Bulan Song at Theresia Kalibawang Kindergarten**

The song *Padhang Bulan* should be sung at the full moon but kindergartens teachers cannot teach the students at night. Therefore, the children were asked to imagine as if it was a bright night because of the full moon. In the beginning Teachers showed them a picture when there was a full moon and children played in the yard. Teachers asked children to sing *Padhang Bulan* while playing.

The learning evaluation showed that the children could differentiate good behaviors (praying diligently, studying, obedience to their parents) and bad behaviors (sleeping early, lazy to study, lazy to pray, not obedient to their parents).

**Value Inculcation in Jaranan Song at Seruni Christian Kindergarten**

Children in Seruni Kindergarten sang *Jaranan* while wearing costumes made of coconut midrib, making lines that each consisted of three children and following the movements and songs guided by the teachers in the school yard. Three children in the front line were “Ndara Bei”, while other children were “the assistants” who accompanied “Ndara Bei”. While walking and swaggering, they sang:

/Jaranan..jaranan-jaranan jaran teji/sing numpak ndara bei/ sing ngiring para mantri/ jeg jeg nong .../ jeg jeg gung/ prok prok turut lurung/ gedebug krincing gedebug krincing/ prok prok gedebug jedher/

In the value clarification session, teacher explained about the roles of Ndara Bei who acted like a leader. The leader in a family is the father. Mantris are Ndara Bei’s assistants who help Ndara Bei’s tasks and jobs. The mantris in the family are the mother, children, and other members of the family. From the question and answer session, it showed that the children understood the good values contained in the song, *Jaranan* which philosophically teaches people about respect, responsibility, discipline, and cooperation.
Value Inculcation in Kidang Talun Song at Seruni Christian Kindergarten

The teacher encouraged children to play and sing Kidang Talun. The children already wore hats made of leaves that had been arranged beautifully. The teacher then showed a deer doll and its food, leaves and string beans. The children sang these lyrics three times:

/Kidang talun mangan kacang talun/mil kethemil mil kethemil si kidang mangan lembayung/

After that, children were told that they should eat like a deer, mil kethemil (slowly, not in a hurry). The children were also told that they should love to eat vegetables so that their bodies would be healthy and strong. After the explanation was complete, teacher continued with evaluation. The children could answer correctly about good manners when eating and the benefits of eating vegetables.

Conclusion and Discussion

Based on the evaluation results of the first stage learning activities and the trials of the products, it is concluded that the learning activities have not completely fulfilled criteria decided, particularly on the aspects of value clarification and learning evaluation that have not been conducted correctly. It means that the value clarification becomes less effective. The character learning is also less focused.

With very good commitment and participation from the kindergarten teachers, the product revision will be conducted to find a model that is close to the ideal. At the revision stage, the value learning activities through traditional Javanese songs have been expanded to several kindergartens in Yogyakarta that consist of kindergartens located in remote areas. The implementation of the value inculcation through traditional Javanese songs generally was well, successful, and full of fun. All of the children in the kindergartens that became the trial places enjoyed the traditional Javanese songs taught by their teachers. The children were responsive and active to participate when playing, listening to the value clarification, and in the learning evaluation.

Regarding the teachers, it can be concluded that they were very skillful and creative when teaching the values by using their creativity to develop learning strategies and media that supported the success of the learning process. It proved that they were potential teachers who were willing to be creative and expanding forward.

The uniqueness and characteristics of various cultures in Indonesia with their various traditional songs are the important treasure to show to the world that Indonesia has a particular character education strategy that supports the universal values upheld by all people in the world like religiosity, honesty, responsibility cooperation, patience, diligence, hard work, and persistence in facing various life problems. The point is that inside the traditional songs, there are complete life values, both in the vertical dimension perspective (the relation between people and God) and horizontal dimension (the relation among people and the environment). Muhammad Zainur Roziqin (2007) states that religious values can be depicted as spirituality which acknowledges the existence of God and finally results in humanism and good manners. In the traditional Javanese songs, there are a lot of universal and religious values that serve as the foundation to behave and act thought by holy and wise people in the past as the legacy for the next generation. This the uniqueness of Indonesian culture that needs to be developed in accordance with the spirit of today’s era through the early childhood education.
The results show that value inculcation learning through traditional Javanese songs can be conducted well. Teachers had implemented values clarification technique as a kind of value inculcation method as a model of character education through traditional Javanese songs. The songs are (1) *Lir-ilir* which teaches people to love God, be responsible, and be discipline; (2) *Sluku-sluku Bathok* which philosophically teaches people how to obey God, generous, and cooperative; (3) *Gundhul-gundhul Pacul* which philosophically teaches people how to be kind, humble, and responsible (4) *Padang Bulan* teaches people to not sleep early and cooperation, (5) *Jaranan* which philosophically teaches people about respect, responsibility, discipline, and cooperation; (6) *Kidang Talun* which teaches people about table manner, and doing prayer before having some meals; (7) *Menthog-menthog* which teaches people how to be kind, humble, peaceful, and confident and (8) *Dondong Apa Salak* philosophically teaches people to respect parents and not to be fussy and naughty.

The method of learning values is in the form of instilling and familiarizing values. This model can be performed by kindergarten and play group teachers. Therefore, the important results of the research should be followed up by diffusing it to kindergarten teachers in Yogyakarta specifically, and if it is possible, can be expanded to kindergarten teachers in Central Java.
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